Quandoo Launches in Singapore, Lebanon and South Africa and
Outlines Accelerated International Expansion
Quandoo, the World’s fastest-growing online reservation service for restaurants, launched its
first reservation site in April 2013 in Berlin, Germany. From September 2013 until May 2014 the
company expanded its reach into eight European countries and promptly gained marketleading positions in Germany, Italy, Austria and Turkey with a strong and growing position in
the UK. With its launch in Poland in the beginning of October and three new countries in
November Quandoo has initiated the second wave of its global roll-out. Quandoo’s success is
driven by strong relationships with partner restaurants – backed by an industry-leading
reservations platform.
Berlin, 17 November - Quandoo announces that it has launched its reservation platform in three new
territories: Singapore, the Middle East and South Africa. In all three territories the company has
established regional offices, providing a locally-adapted reservation platform to its partner restaurants
and their diners.
Quandoo now plans to roll out its service across Asia. It’s Asian headquarters will be positioned in
Singapore, from where the company aims to drive further expansion across the Asia-Pacific region.
Quandoo’s latest shareholder, the Tokyo-based Recruit Holdings who has already successfully
established Hotpepper in Japan as one of the world’s largest restaurant networks, will support
Quandoo’s rollout in this region.
In October of this year Quandoo launched its service in Poland and established its CEE Headquarters
in Warsaw. Already incorporating over 100 partner restaurants only one month after its launch,
Quandoo Poland became the official reservation partner of Warsaw Restaurant Week.
Local offices in Cape Town, Beirut and Dubai will drive expansion in these emerging regions for local
commerce services.
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In July this year, Quandoo raised in its 4 financing round 25 million USD to accelerate its
international expansion. Quandoo intends to have established itself in 20 countries by the beginning
of next year.
Commenting on this announcement: Philipp Magin, Founder and CEO of Quandoo said:
“Although we only launched eighteen months ago, Quandoo’s aggressive expansion strategy has
already given us leading positions in a number of European markets, and we are proud to have
already seated 3.2 million diners in our partner restaurants. We plan to continue to push Quandoo
into new markets, with a particular focus on Asia. Our aim is to be the number one brand for on-line
restaurant reservations world-wide and we have the strategy and financing in place to achieve this.”
ABOUT QUANDOO
Founded at the end of 2012, Quandoo has developed into the fastest-growing restaurant reservation
platform in Europe. With more than 3.2 million seated diners in over 4,000 restaurants across 9
countries, Quandoo offers diners an unmatched choice of dining experiences from Michelin-starred
restaurants to local favorites. Restaurateurs are equipped with an industry-leading reservation
management system which supports them in driving performance and engaging with their customers
through the Quandoo platform. Quandoo was founded by Philipp Magin, Ronny Lange, Sebastian
Moser, Tim-Hendrik Meyer and Daniel P. Glasner and employs more than 225 people.
For more information visit www.quandoo.com

